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• Issues from recent reviews addressed
  • Comments from IDR chair Keyur Patel, Jie Dong
  • RTGDIR review comments from Jonathan Hardwick, and previously Mohammed Boucadair
  • OPSDIR review comments from Bo Wu
  • SECDIR review comments from Magnus Nystrom
  • CT authors request Chairs, RTG, OPS, SEC Dir reviewers to re-review and assess status.

• Most issues Editorial
• Some issues re-wording sentences and re-organizing sections to improve clarity.
• Cleaning up Informational/Normative references.
  • Removed Normative reference to MNH.
  • Reference of some drafts (bgp-ct-srv6, flowspec-redir-ip, srte) were actually Informative, fixed that by updating Informative section.

• Github issues: 0 open, 51 closed:

• If any further comments, pls raise or re-open github issues.
Thank you.